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College Acquires Gifts of
Equipment, Research Aid
By C.D, Brunt
U, S. Sen. Pete Domenici
announced at a news conference
Wednesday the accquisition of
$860,000 in computer equipment
and research support for the University of New Mexico College of
Engineering,
The technological gifts are from
the IBM Corp., GTE Network Systems, and Lockheed Corp., and represent a tremendous improvement in
equipment for the college.
"These are the kinds of efforts
New Mexico needs from its industry
supporters if we are to have truly
excellent colleges of engineering,
which. will in tum attract more industry and provide more jobs for
graduates-in the future.
IBM has contributed $250,000 to
continue computer software development by a team of researchers,
under the leadership of Dr. Cleve
Moler, chairman of the Computer
Science department at UNM.
In addition, IBM has provided
$350,000 in computing equipment
and software to support Moler's research, and to be used in conjunction
with the Computer Aided Design
(CAD) system.
Lockheed Corporation contributed the CAD system to UNM last

spring. The system, which enables
engineers to design workable plans
with the computer and then run automatic production facilities, is expected to be operational by the end
of the semester. The Lockheed software license for the system is valued
at $250,000.
Tony Bertoglio, GTE's Albuquerque plant manager, was also on
hand to present two $5,000 fellowships to College of Engineering
Dean Gerald May. May then presented Ph.D. candidate Don Rhea
Hush with one of the fellowships.
The second fellowship will be
awarded to Karen Jefferson Melgaard, another Ph.D. candidate.
Both students have expressed an interest to remain in the engineering
education field, a condition attached
to the grants.
Domenici expressed concern over
the need for retaining students in
faculty positions.
"Equipment cannot do the whole
job. We need students- outstanding students - who will continue
their education, obtain doctoral degrees, and go on to teach engineering, science and math," Domenici
said.
UNM President John Perovich
thanked representatives of the three
corporations at the conference for
the contributions.

CST Added to Screening
By Harrison Fletcher

tified as teachers already have basic
skills proficienty before taking the
National Teacher Examination.

Students planning to enter the
College of Education this semester
''We do not want to have students
must now take the Communications
who
have already completed their
Skills Test along with the basic skills
teacher-education
programs failing
test as part of the department's manthe NTE because of a lack of basic
datory screening process.
The State Accountability Plan for skills," said Winther. "The CGP
Education, which went into effect and CST are very good methods of
July 1, combined the CST with the preventing that from happening.''
The CGP, and now the CST, must
College Guidance Program (CGP)
be
taken before students are allowed
basic skills test as part of an effort to
to
enter the College of Education.
ensure basic skills proficiency
The
tests are offered three times a
among students who are to be certiyear
at the end of every semester.
fied as teachers.
"We are very serious this year
Winther said he thinks the Colabout being certain that everyone lege of Education screening process
who enters the College of Education is a very positive way of improving
has at least minimum skills in read- the quality of education as a whole.
ing, writing and arithmetic.'' said He also said he doesn't think the
Sven Winther, counseling adminis- · addition of the CST to the screening
trator for the college.
process will affect the number of
The CST is designed to ensure student applicants.
that student applicants have basic
"I think the majority of students
writing skills. The test is given by seem to approve," he said. "Those
the English Department and is very who understand what the tests are
similar to the final examination for and why they are conducted usually
English I 02.
have a positive attitude about. them.
The CST and CGP are also admi- And if they don't, well, maybe
nistered, Winther said, as ''written that's a sign they're really not inproof'' that students about to be cer- terested in being teachers."

Scot! Cnrawny

Sen. Pete Domenici, UNM President John Perovich and Dean of Engineering Gerald May
announce the receipt of a new computer system and fund donations for the College of
Engineering.

ASUNM Gives Deficit Figures
By Steve Shoup
Preliminary figures released
Wednesday indicate that the Associated Students of the University of
New Mexico has an overall deficit of
$91,061.
ASUNM President Dan Serrano
said in the ASUNM Senate meeting
Wednesday the projected· revenue
for this year was $388,400. Some
$325,000 was allocated to budget
items voted on by stud~nts in the
March referendum, and $29,000
was appropriated by the senate this
summer, leaving about $34,000.
The $34,000 ordinarily . would
have been appropriated by the senate, Serrano said, but instead win be
applied to the deficit to reduce it to
$57,000.
An additional $20,000 might be
available to further reduce the deficit, Serrano said, since full-time
student enrollment was up this
semester. ASUNM is funded by $14
activity fees paid by all full-time
undergraduate students.
Serrano said the deficit originated

before he came to office as president
The senate voted to accept six of
and that he will spend the rest of the Serrano:s seven appointments to
semester trying to eliminate the de- ASUNM offices. The senate presficit.
idental appointments committee
A commissiion comprised of voted not to accept Frank Parks as
members of the executive and leg- PEC chairman, and a motion to
islative branches of ASUNM and override the committee recnon-governmental students will be comendation failed.
appointed to revise the financial
The question of Park's appointcode and to make recommendations ment will be returned to the appointon the deficit.
ments committee, and may be consiOne solution to the deficit would dered again at the next senate meetbe to make .the Popular Entertain- ing Wednesday.
ment Committee profitable, Serrano
The senate ·approved the followsaid.
ing appointments:
"PEC should be a mechanism for
Lobby Committee: Mark Duran
fundraising instead of a mechanism
Speakers Committee: Harold
for deficits," Serrano said. Other Barnwell
ideas will be introduced next week.
Film Committee: Manuel Dodge
President pro tempore Ron PacheTutorial Center director: J. T.
co said of the deficit, "We have no Cook
one to blame but ourselves" for not
Textbook Co-op director: Tarek
monitoring spending. Each group Khreis
receiving money from ASUNM
Attorney General: Devin Warshould have to stick to a budget, he wick
said.
Treasurer: Kathy Silva
The biggest part of the deficit was
Three new appropriations bill
in PEC, Pacheco said, but it was "no were introduced, but none were
one person's fault."
acte.d on due to the deficit.

Uncertainty Disrupts Centers
By Eleanor Pedro

vide technical assistance and training to teachers and school adminisTite uncertain future of two Uni· trators who deal with children of
versity of New Mexico regional non-English speaking backgrounds.
education centers has caused some Their combined budg~t is $628,000.
of their staff to begin looking for
Juarez said most of the children
other jobs and disrupted the centers' they serve are Native American,
ability to make long-range plans, Hispanic and Asian.
''Teachers come to us for assistsaid the director of UNM's National
Origin Desegregation Assistance. ance and· training, and if we're no
Center.
longer here to provide it, then it's the
A dispute between .the Reagan students who are going to be hurt,''
administration and the Chicago Juarez said.
school board over school desegregaThe states affected are New Mextion aid to the city is threatening ico, Arizona, Utah, Nevada, Colfederal funding for NODAC and the orado, Oklahoma, Wyoming, MonCultural Awareness Bilingual tana, North Dakota and South
Assistance Center, programs that Dakota.
Juarez said funding for the progserve more than half a million
the New Mexico eXport industry,
WASHINGTON (UPl) children,
said
Lonnie
rams
became a concern when a
minority
which
docs
approximately
$50
Sen. Pete Domenici, R·N.M.1
Juarez, NODAC director.
federal judge ruled in favor of a lawasked U.S. Trade Rep. William million of turquoise and Indian
The programs are funded under suit filed by the Chicago school
Brock Wednesday to investigate jewelry sales annually to
IV of the Civil Rights Act of board against the federal govemTitle
.
.
,
French allegations that 90 per- Europe.''
1964thtoughSept. 30, theendofthe ment, and on June 30 froze all Title
The New Mexico Republican
cent of the turquoise imported
curi'ent fiscal year, but their exist- IV monies until at feast $14.6 milsaid ''unscrupulous dealers"
from the United States is fake.
ence
beyond that depends on a pend- lion was paid to the school district.
In his letter to Brock, Domeni- more than likely have ente.red .the
ing
federal
court ruling;
The school district said it de·
French
market
and
are
selhng
.Imci asked .that the trade offite
· "lt's hard to make afiy commit- veloped a desegregation plan with
make such an investigation its itation turquoise. But, he a~ded,
ments at this point, •• said Juarez. Title IV funds and filed suit •!~eflit~,
highest priority, because .•'this ''the honest efforts of those 10 the
•
'We are going to fulfill our obhga- federal goyem~n~ c~t off lu~s an
New
Mexico
turquoise
industry
type of negative, questionable in·
lion
until Sept. 30, that's all we can~ l98L Ch1cago sa1d at ~ ~
formation will wreak havoc on
ctJntinlled on page 7
do.''
funds to implemept .its '~greg,. ,
' - - -....------------~---~,....._,..~, ~ ~~c~lll~rs' nin¢ et1tployees.pro-. tlPitpJan,.w".ic:h.~&qNernlllCIQt.and.

federal court had already approved.
Last month President Reagan
vetoed a measure of $20 miHion set
by Congress to aid in a settlement.
The decision was then returned to a
federal judge, who has yet to make a
final decision in the case.
Since the freeze, the centers'
funding has been temporarily_ ex·
tended twice, once until Aug. 15 and
now until Sept. 30, said Juarez.
"We've gotto be optimistic," he
said. ''They may give us another
45-day extension. But then again,
they might just cut off our funds.''

Senator Requests Investigation
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Wire Report

United Press International

Russia Rejects Global Protests
Gromyko privately Thursday to de.
But the prayer service turned into
mand an apology.
a protest against Soviet · 'barbar·
In a statement. Tuesday the State ism" when demonstrators wearing
Dep;trtment demanded the Soviets black ribbons raised placards read·
make an ''unequivocal apology" for ing "Stop Killing, Russians. Get
.the Korean airliner incident and Retribution.''
compensate the families of the v.ic·
In Japan, about 2,500 protesters
tims.
marched near the Soviet Embassy in
Shultz was attending the Euro· Tokyo to denounce the "mas·
pean Security Conference along sacre.'' About 8,000 South Koreans
with 34 other foreign ministers to rallied in Osaka and protests were
study progress in applying the 1975 reported in other Japanese cities.
Helsinki accords on security and hu·
More state governments in the
man rights in Europe.
United States banned sales of RusJapanese officials said the Rus· sian vodka and longshoremen in Los
sians still were barring them from Angeles refused to unload a Soviet
sending ships into Soviet territorial freighter. Canadian cities added to
waters to search for victims or debris the protest by shutting down a tour
from the plane. They said a search of by the Moscow Circus.
international waters in the northern
Reagan and other U.S. officials
Sea of Japan bad proved fruitless.
have charged So1•iet authorities
"Our ships have covered all the ordered the jet shot down even
search area. but we have yet to find though they knew it was a civilian
any debris that can be linked to the airliner and not a spy plane.
KAL plane," said search leader
Masayoshi Kato.
The Soviets stepped up their
search efforts. Thirteen Soviet
ships, including two warships and
WASHINGTON -A Com·
three patrol craft. were seen in the merce Dep<trtment official will be in
area at one point.
Albuquerque Fridar to award more
Helping in the Japanese search than S247 ,000 to the National Eco·
effort were two U.S. warships and nomic Development Association of
American search and rescue aircraft. New Mexico lncorporated. a
The U.S. Coast guard cutter Munro spokesman said Wednesday.
was en route to the area to join the
Theron Bell, deputy director of
search.
the Minority Business Development
An emotional requiem service for Agency in Washington, will make
the victims in Seoul. South Korea the presentation during a 10 a.m.
came a day after Moscow admitted press conference at 718 Central.
one of its fighters shot down the air·
The S247 .500 award goes to
liner. A priest. a minister and three NEDA for continued operation of
monks said prayers along with the the minority business development
I 00,000 people.
center that serves Albuquerque.

Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko Wednesday angrily re.
jeered global protests against Russia's shooting down of a South Ko·
rean airliner .1nd warned mat any
future violations of Soviet airspace
would be similarly punished.
Listening to Gromyko's speech at
the European Security Conference
in Madrid, was Secretary of State
George Shultz, who said the Soviets
were continuing to lie about shoot·
ing down the Korean Air Lines
Boeing 74 7 jet last week with apparent Joss of 269 lives.
"Is there anyone who without
punishment has the right to violate
the sovereignty of a foreign state'?
The answer is no." Gromyko told
the security conference's closing
meeting in Madrid.
••Soviet territory and the frontiers
of the Soviet Union are sacred,"
Gromyko said. "Anyone who car·
ries out these criminal activities will
know they will bear full responsibility for it."
Gromyko. the highest level
Soviet official to speak publicly about the incident, also rc~ated Russian allegations the South Korean
airliner was on an American spy
mission.
A visibly furious Shultz responded to the speech by saying he
\~a> "very disappointed to sit there
tn that hall and hear the continued
fal~ehood of the Soviet l:nion on
human rights matters."
Shultz conferred with America';,
.SATO allies at the conference to
draw up a unified response to the
airliner tragedy before meeting
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Pizza
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Fast, Free Delivery

3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
UmHed Delivery Ar•a
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I $.75 off any size pizza.
$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
I One coupon per pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
I
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Expires 9-2G-93
I
I
Fast, Free Delivery
Fast, Free Delivery
I
3920 Central S.E.
3920 Central S.E.
I
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Now open tor lunch
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Open every day at 11 :00 II Ope" every day at 11:00
I
I
I
I

$1.50

$.75
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LOS ALAMOS, N.M. (UPI)Four LANL scientific staff
The director of the Los Alamos members had been scheduled to
National Labor11tory banned - vislt the Soviet Unio.n in the near
travel by his scientists Tuesday to future to exchange unclassified
the Soviet Union.
infonnatioll With Soviet researDonald M. Kerr said the ban is chers.
his own idea and will remain in
Since the 1983 fiscal year beeffect until further notice. Kerr gan last October, some 16 LANL
said Soviet scientis~ also will not scientists h!lve visited the Soviet
be allowed to visit the top-secret Union, Kerr said .
Kerr said there currently are no
facility in the mountains of northem New Mexico until the travel Soviet scientists visiting the lab.
He said researchers consider
prohibition is lifted.
In a memo to the staff, Kerr the free exchange of information
said, "ln view of the recent inter- the lifeblood of science, but the
national incident involving the travel ban will not have an
Soviet attack on a civilian Korean adverse effect on the work under
airliner, all official travel ,by way at the lab, he said.
Kerr said he is unsure at this
laboratory personnel to the
time when he will lift the ban.
U.S.S.R is canceled."

Peace Talks Begin
Foreign ministers from the Contadora peace group opened three
days of talks in Panama Wednesday aimed at restoring calm to Central
America, with Nicaragua warning that the group sho.uld not "become
instruments of the United States."
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger went to El Salvador in the
first·ever tour of the Central American region by aU .S. defense chief.
He was visiting three nations in three days.
Weinberger said El Salvador has made ''very great progress'' in its
war against leftist guerrillas and urged Congress to approve another
$84 million in military aid to Salvadoran troops,
Foreign ministers of the Contadoragroup, which is opposed to U.S,
military intervention in Central America, opened their eighth round of
talks to discuss peace solutions for war·tom Central Ainercia.
Representatives of the group - Colombia, Mexico, Panama and
Venezuela- were on hand for the meeting, but several of their
Central American counterp<trts scheduled to attend the session were
detained by torrential rains in Panama, postponing the full talks.
The four Contadora ministers met first with Panamanian President
Ricardo de Ia Espriella,
"We hope that the opportunity (of the talks) will advance the
Contaoora process and those countries being used as instruments of the
United States will find some independence to be a little more Central
American, so we ~an work for the benefit of all our countries,'' said
Nicaraguan Foreign Minister Miguel D' Escoto as he departed from
Managua.
The Contadora group has been trying since January to find a formula
to bring peace to Central America and avoid a U.S. intervention.
There have been no concrete results to date, but Panama said over
the weekend it expected a firm series of agreements to be signed soon.

•

Fulbright research grants are
available for graduate students or
graduating seniors for the 1984-85
school year.

Show of Force in Beirut
BEIRUT. Lebanon- U.S. and
French jets roared low over the
Beirut battlefield in a show of force
Wednesday and the Lebanese government warned that Palestinians
and Druze Moslem fighters
threatened army positions around
the city.
The French warplanes, Super
Etendard fighters from the aircraft
carrier Foch sailing off the coast of
Beirut, swept over the battlefield after a .rocket attack that killed a
French lieutenant colonel and his
driver.
Shortly after the French planes
flew over Beirut, two American F14 Tomcatfighters from the nuclear·
powered carrier Eisenhower also
roared over the city in what Pentagon officials in Washinl!ton described as a reconnaissance flight.
"These missions will be con·
ducted as required consistent with
the mission of protecting U.S.
forces," one Pentagon official said.
The Eisenho\\·er and its support
vessels were within sight of the coast
as the U.S. planes went iuto action.
U.S. Marine positions at Beirut
Airport came under fire at dusk and a
U.S. spokesman said one Marine
was slightly wounded by shrapnel.
Fout Marines have been killed and a
total of 25 wounded in !0 days of

Indictment
Predicted.

clashes around Beirut.
The Marines replied with a barrage from their 155mm artillery and
silenced the attackers, a spokesman
said.
In Washington, Lebanese and
U.S. officials discussed the possibility of "a more active role" for
American forces in the area.
The French lieutenant colonel and
his driver were killed and two other
French soldiers wounded when a
Soviet-made Grad rocket slammed
into the grounds of the French
ambassador's residence.
Since their arrival a year ago, the
French have had the heaviest casualtics among the multinational peaceRcepiilg forces - i 6 dead and 44
wounded.
The peace.-keeping force includes
l ,200 Marines and 3,600 soldiers
from Britain, France and Italy.
Lebanese officials said 1,000
Palestinian guerrillas, 2,000 Syrian·
backed Druzc Moslems and 600
other Lebanese rebels were ad\·anc·
ing toward the strategic .mountain
village of Souk AI Garb, 8 miles ea~t
of the capital.

Vr

'

'

Hundreds of government troops
were shoring up their defenses at the
village for a major attack.
The Palestinian and Druzc fight·
ers were using Soviet-built T-54
tanks, and government officials said
the attackers would try to link up
with Shiite Moslem rebels who
briefly took over parts of west Beirut
last week.

The Shiites are now entrenched
SANTA FE- An assistant dis· ncar U.S. Ml!tine positions in the
trict attorney said Wcdnesdav he ex- city's southcru suburbs.
pects a grand jury soon to indict two
Books, tuition, parking fees, notebooks~
Colombian nationals charged· with
Officials close to President Amin
possession of an estimated $3.3 mil- Gcmayel said the government was
the list. of st.ud.ent b.ack•to·school e><pens.es is
lion of cocaine.
endless but your budget isn't. That's why World
ready to do anything to stop the SySenior Assistant District Attorney rian-backed offensive, incl11ding the
Bazaar offers you. a money-stretching.· 25% off all
John DuBois said the two men were cancellation ofa controversial peace
merchandise in the store.
arrested near Edgewood Sunday, agrccntent with Israel that Syria
Broaden your buying power and your aesthetics with
during a routine traffic stop on Inter· opposes.
I·M::u•" great 25% savings on furniture, accessories and
state 40. Edgewood is about 35
Lebanon froze the agreement this
mlf,nrP to beautify your abode ... all at direct
miles east of Albuquerque, at the
week when lsracl pulled its forces
southern
edge
of
Santa
Fe
County.
import prices.
DuBois said the sUsiJI!cts, Jorge back from central to southeru LebaEnrique Rios-Ca.rdona, 40, and Luis non, charging that the move was
Alvaro
OrozcoMazo, 3!, were tnadc withollt prior consulation with
~A~
arraigned late Tuesday before the Bcintt government.
Magistrate Isaac Archuleta, who set
Chances of stopping the fighting
1Ud<~~
$I million cash bonds for each man. through negotiation looked worse
buBois said one of the suspects than ever.
still earned a prescription drug reSyria condemned the United
cently issued in Colombia. He said States while U.S, envoy Robert
the fact that. the drug can not be MeF:trlane was in bamascus, and
obtained in the United States indi· Saudi Arabia announced il was halt•
cates the two men still have close tics ing its peace-makillg efforts until
~:l:'~ .must be presented.
!-::...-::1
with Colombia, even though both there wetc "new encouraging"
00 sale lTterchandlse. .
signs.
- - - - - ..._ - · - - - · - - - • •-••····Jis.t<:~fJq~i~:J.a.d$l.~~sp~, ...
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For grants such as the Fulbright,
students apply for research funding
from a particular host country. Applicants must have a reason to go to
that country pertaining to the research they plan to do.
Deadline for applications for next
year's Fulbright grants is Sept. 30.
''The people with the best chance
are those working on either a master's thesis or a Ph.D. dissertation,''
said Barbara Muchisky of the International Programs and Services
Office.
"We are looking for a very definite research proposal from the ap- ·
plicants, which automatically places
M.A. or Ph.D. candidates in a better
position."
Applications are available in the
International Programs and Services
Office at 1717 Ro.ma N.E. Requirements for application include a onepage synopsis of the student's proposal, a one- page vita, three letters of
recommendation from people in the
field, a copy of the student's transcript and a working knowledge of
the host country's language.
Muchisky said the language requirement is typically the most difficult to fulfill. "The first step in the
process of awarding grants happens
here," she said. "Candidates have
to answer questions about their
proposal from a panel of people
familiar with both the topic and the
Fulbright. In addition, applicants
must defend their proposal in the
language of their possible host
collntry."
Some countries are .more popular
than others because of the language
problems. The United Kingdom, for
example, had more than 500 applicants for 22 grants last year.
Gerald Slavin, also of the IPS
office, said a letter of recommendation from someone in the host country is usually very helpful, but "if
there's no time for a letter, a telegram will be just as helpful. Our
local screening committee will have
it, and it certaiinly doesn't burt."
Slavin added that "in years past,
about 40 percent of the applicants
from UNM have been awarded
grants. We discuss the odds of getting a grant with them,, and if it'.s
obvious to us they won t be cons1·
dered, we try to disco'!"age t~.m.
However, improvement 1s taken mto
consideration."
Slavin and Muchi'sky stressed that
if applicants are t~med down !his
year, it means nothmg the n~xt lime
they apply. ''Your matenals are
simply thrown away," Slavin said,
"so it can't be held against you or
help you."
..
Muchisky said applicants are re•
qUired to discuss .the Fulbright or
any other award before · applying.
More information is available at the
Iiftel11ational Programs and Services
Office, 01' call 277-4032.

present a colloquium, "The Status
of Technology in the People's Republic of China" today at 3:30p.m.
in Room 335 of the Ferris Engineering Center. Henry Shapiro, a~soci
ate professor of computer sc1ence,
will be the _main speaker. All interested students.. staff and. faculty
are invited to attend.

'c

from all territories occupied since
1967 and demanded a Middle East
peace conference.
The plan called for an end to
Israel's "exploitative policies" Jn
tho.se territories and sanctions
against Israel.
It also alleged "mass arrests (of
Palestinians), acts of torture, destruction of houses, and the expulsion
of people from their homes."
The declaration called for the
Palestine Liberation Organization to
be given full status equal to govemlllents at all Middle East forums . ·

.most recent test in July when one of
the·missiles broke apart shortly after
launch and W!IS exploded by remote·
control.
The missile, which can be equipped with nuclear warheads, is the
subject of growing opposition across
Europe.
The Pentagon plans to deploy 108
Pershing II missile~ in West Germany by the end of the year to replace the Pershing Is. The Pershing
II has twice the range and is far more·
accurate than the Pershing I. It gives
NATO troops the capability of striking inside Soviet territory. One more
test- at White Sands - is scheduled prior to deployment.

THE 6REAT ESCAPE!
Sit back and enjoy a leisurely lunch
on campus In a quiet atmosphere of greenery
and choose one· of our tempting entrees.

arden court
soups

sandwiches

Served With homemade breodstlcks
Peeo.s !lean Soup ...................... , .... Cup $, 95

Hom, turkey or roost beef .......•..........•.• , . $3. 35
Bowl

$1.50

Bowl

S1.50

Gorden Courr Specialty
Soup of lhe Day......... , .................. Cup $.95

Doily Creations by our chef.

Very generous porrton oerved on our fresh baked sourdough roll with yo ur
choice of cheddar, Monterey Jock. Swiss, American or provolone ch eese:
accompanied by chips, cole~ow or potato salad.

Turkamole

salads
Fresh Broccoli and Tornato ....................... $1.95
Tossed
. With romaine !erruce and onions, served wilh ltollan dressing tn on
ed ibte pastry !Olad bowl.

w •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •

•

$3.5 0

Carved rurk.,Y~Ices toppedwilh guocomole, lerruce and tomoro ~IceS. served
on o homemade onion roll, served with chips, cole~ow or pororo solod.

Davey Jones' Locker ............................ $2.95

Vivo La French Dip .............................. $3.5 0

Aslortecl seolood delights crrop fresh garden vegetables. topped with Irs own
spedo1 sauce In an edible pastry !Oiad boWl.

Our own baked irench roll rapped wlrh generous ~Ices of our ~ow-cooked
t.encler beef, served wtth ou jus and choice of coleslaw or poraro salad.

Fruit N' Sherbet .•••.••.••..•.•.•••.••••• • . • • • • • • $2.75

Green Chill Pocket Burger. • . . . . .. • . . . • • . . . • . • • • • • $3.5 0

Arlcmortment of fresh fruit slices (In seoson) surrounding a generous scoop of
clo!lldouS lhelbef,

Taco Salad •
~
< ~ •
~ $2.75
Out own tlcwcted taco mecrr ros.ed with fresh iOiocl greens and ~ In on
o o 0 l • 0;, -,

edlblt! shell wirh 0

.0 i

,--. o • ' 0' • • I t ,- • • • • o o o

5ld!; dish of salsa.

0 • .-

•

dessem
SirawbeflY shortcake is always featored, along Wirh a variety
of olher freshl y baked creations. Let your sweet roorh be your
guide.

-

.

GENEVA, Switzerland (UPI)- dismantle the huge security operaThe controversial U.N. Conference tion it set up for !he conferencf.l,
on Palestine ended Wednesday by complete with hf.llicoptl.lrs, tanks,
adopting resollltions condemning armored personnel carriers and more
Israel and the United States for per- than 2,000 soldiers.
petuating the Middle East crisis.
Neutral countries like Austria and
A conference declaration, Finland, against Arab objections, ·
adopted by consensus, charged that forced inclusion in the declaration a
the Middle East crisis is due to •'the reference to Security Council .redenial by Israel, and those support- solution :,!42 which guarantees the
ing its expansionist policies, of the right of all states in the region inalienable, legitimate rights of the including Israel- to exist in
Palestinian people.''
peace.
The declaration and the plan of
A separate action program, also
adopted unanimously, called for action called for Israel to withdraw
states to stop supplying Israel with
assistance that "encourages it to
continue its aggression and occupation.''
The United States was not menCAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. tioned by name but the references to Army officials said a Pershing II
it were clear.
missile, the controversial sllrfaceIsrael and the United States to-surface weapon set for deployboycotted the 10-day conference on ment in West Germany in Decemthe grounds it was a one-sided forum ber, was fired successfully on its
for anti-Israeli polemics.
next-to-last test flight Wednesday.
Major Western nations sent only
The 35-foot rocket soared more
observers to the meeting to l'Ctain the than 200 miles iota the atmosphere
right to speak without being linked and flew nearly 1,000 miles in less
to the expected anti-Israeli resolu- than 12 minutes, landing south of
tions.
Bermuda.
· "The whole thing quite frankly
''Everything we know looks good
was biased from the start with no at this time,'' said David Harris,
~!tempt to look at the Israeli point of
spokesman for the U.S. Army Misview," one Western delegate said, sile Command at Huntsville, Ala.
"The results were already known
Wednesday's launch was the 17th
beforehand."
test flight of the Pershing II. Four of
Switzerland prepared Thursday to the .flights have failed, including the

Weapon Flight Triumphs

Fulbright Grant Colloquium Set
The University of New Mexico
Deadline Nears ct:Jmputer
science department will
By Kristle Jones

Poli~ies

Conference Protests

Lab Director Bans Travel

"'

O>ar broiled burger SlUffed into o p~o packer Wirll grated cheese, IemKe.
tomoto and. 9"""' chill sauce, ·se.vecf wtrh chips.

Cop and a Half ........ $3.00
Cop of !ol.lp and o holt porrton of ony of our
teorur@d sandwicheS. Served wllh
chips, coleslaw or pot!I!O sofod.

beveraQes
Coffee - Iced or hot teo soft drinks • milk .... S. 50
I board for our dolly
Check the bock
or weekly special.

w••
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Forum
----Editorial.--Soviet Disclosure Accepts Insanity
Controversy over the events leading to the downing of the Korean
aircraft may never be resolved. It is doubtful we will ever know why
the commercial craft went off course into Soviet airspace, or whether
Soviet accusations that the United States was using the airliner for
intelligence gathering are true.
Verifiable, however, is the cold-blooded murder of those 269 passengers by a Soviet pilot. Finally cornered into telling the truthmuch as our officials were about the presence of a U.S. reconnaissance plane in the vicinity of the KAI.. plane- Soviet officials, after
days of denial, admitted to the shooting of the plane.
The official party line from Moscow is that whoever sent the plane
on its "mission" is responsible for the deaths, not the people who
shot the plane. This would be rational if there were a declared war, but
under the circumstances it is callous and ludicrous.
imagine the same logic coming from a man on trial for murdering a
child on the street: "The mother is to blame; she sent Johnny out to
buy bread ... Alii did was shoot the kid." Maybe. like this hypothetical criminal, the Soviets are trying to plead guilty but insane.

Htr...

l PIPII'T
Of?Of:R ANY
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Tiwn get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer
• You can take free civilhm flying lessons
commissioning program. You could start planning on a career like the
• You're commissioned upon graduation
men in this ad have. And also have some great advantages like:
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into tl1e Marine Corps
• Earning $100 a month during the school year
undergraduate officer commissioning pmgram. You could statt off
• As a freshman or sophomore, you could complete your basic
making more than $17,000 a year
training during two six-week summer r _ ____:._ _ _ _ _ _ __::__ _ _:_:___,

MY INVOIC£.

5€2 YA 11111.

\
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:;:hct;:,~orethan$noo
• Juniors earn more than $1900 durby Don Bruckner

MOOSE

~one-=nner~lll I

rra~..(

'"

.,,...

up quicldy?

Maybe you can be one ofus.
The Few.
The Proud.
The Marines.

--Letters-'Chaos' in Financial Aid Office;
'Archaic' System Needs Updating
Editor:
Anyone who has ever tried to apply for financial aid can tell you that
the office of financial aid is (messed) up. In fact, all one needs to do Is
take a stroll through the office to see the disorganization and chaos:
l-ines of packed people everywhere (you can stand in a line 30 mi·
nutes only to realize it's the wrong line); files stacked in every nook
and cranny available; employees who are grouchy, baggy-eyed and
overworked; financial aid counselors too busy to counsel- the list
goes on.
The problem is that the whole system of awarding financial aid is
archaic and inefficient. Maybe it worked in 1889, when UNM first
opened its doors,.but it does not work nowllt's about time somebody
told the financial aid office about computers.
·
Hey guys, why not try an APPLE? Instead of having gobs and gobs
of files everywhere (no telling where they might resurface), why not
enter everyone's information on a centralized computer? The computer can do most of the things that consume the counselors time... What's more, a centralized computer (hooked up to other
offices) could retrieve and verify information like grades and hours
completed. Then students would not have to run all over campus,
bugging people in other offices, just to complete their financial aid
file.
Of course, the administration Will say, "There aren't sufficient
funds.'' But in the long run, amounts of money could be saved by
increasing efficiency. This would also save wear and tear on students
and staff. Just think of all the man-hours wasted waiting on long lines
of people, sorting through files, searching for files, and doing other
miscellaneous "paperwork.'' Remember computers don't take coffee
breaks, get sick or take leave with pay.
But this is not an endorsement for computers. Even without computers, the office could be made more efficient. First of all, it would
help if lines were clearly marked. A service line to answer quick
questions would sure be nice. Also, if one could be sure of getting
accurate information, the long line would be almost worthwhile wait•
ingin.
(True Story) Nothing is more discouraging than being told one day
that you have been ''awarded" and then the next day told you have
been "denied.'' Is it too much to ask that .students receive badly
needed money before October?

-------Humor------Morning Television Rouses Suspicion
It's 6:12a.m., and something
is Wrong. Bryant Gumbel and
another man are on the television wearing nice suits and talking enthusiastically about
Lebanon.
This is not what normal people
do at 6:12a.m. Normal people lie
in bed and scratch and try to keep
their tongues from coming into
contact with the quarter-inchthick coating of potentially toxic
slime that has formed on their
teeth.

our correspondent, Bob Bent·
wood. Bob, is this a serious de·
velopment in this troubled re·
gion?
Bentwood: Yes, in fact it could
easily lead to a nuclear ...

Life

and
Related
Subjects

But early every morning, on all
three networks, you can see
shows with names like "Get Up
and Take a Shower, America,"
wherein cheerful and genial people discuss world events with an
Cheerful Male Host: Thank
interest and enthusiam that you. Bob will be back later with
would be very difficult to achieve pictures of tanks. Right now my
atthat hour without illegal stimu- cheerful female co-host, who is
lants. This would also help ex- required by Federal Communicaplain why their attention spans tions Commission regulations to
are so short. I mean, they never have blonde hair, is standing by
spend more than about 30 with Burt Reynolds.
seconds on any topic:
Cheerful Female Co-Host:
Cheerful Male Host: Good Burt Reynolds, are you really a
morning. Our top story this somewhat shy person, despite
morning is that left-wing Mos- your macho sex-symbol image?
lem troops have clashed with
Burt Reynolds: This is going to
centrist Egyptian members of
wreck my career, but I'd like to
the Israeli-backed lraqui Civil Air
reveal that •.•
Melissa Martinez Patrol in the strategically vital
Cheerful Female Co-Host
Yv~nne Glum "Macaw Valley. Let's go to the
Phyllts Martinez scene now for a live report from Thank you, Burt Reynolds, and

Qy Dave Barry

good luck in your latest film,
"Po.lice Cars Crash In a Comical
Fashion.'' Now let's go to our Genial Weather Buffoon.
Genial Weather Buffoon: Ha
ha. The weather forecast for the
United States is that it will be
warmer in the South than in the
North. Ha ha. Now for a little personalized banter among us personalities. Look at this tie I have
on, which was sent to me by
viewers in some town with a ere·
tin name like Moose Dropping,
Iowa.
Cheerful Male Host: Ha ha. Let
me just say, in a bantering, ad-lib
manner, that your tie is so ugly
that it ••• uh ... {here he
strains to read the cue card)
clashes in strategic Macaw Valley. No, wait, wrong cue card.
Somebody get the banter cue
card.
Cheerful Female Co-Host: Researchers at the Harvard University School of Medicine
announced today that they can
cure absolutely anything. With
me in the studio to discuss this
development are the U.S.
Surgeon General, Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy, Henry Kissinger,
Ethel Merman and the Toronto
Blue Jays. Let me ask you all: Is
this a great stride forward? Just
nod your heads yes or no.

NtwMtx'tco-----~-------
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Residency Makes UNM First in Field

Graduate Student Association
Council Meeting

continued from page 1
should not be punished.

Saturday, September 10
10 AM
Room 230 SUB

"Allegations made by the
French official in charge of their
Agency for Consumption and
Repression of Fraud publicly
slanders all turquoise exporters,
both legitimate and illegitimate," Domenici said.

Agenda
I. Call to Order
II. :\linutcs from !\lay 7, 1983
III. President's Report • Jeff Evans

IV. Committee Repo•·ts
V, Old Jlusincs>
VI.

Senator---------

He said the worst aspect of the
controversial affair is that the
allegations occur just before the
largest annual trade fair in
France, which begins at the end
·
of this month.

New llusincss
A. Teaching Assistant Resource Center
H. Committee Appointments
C. Nominations for Council Chairperson

Vll. Adjournment

''French consumers have been
greatly misled by a misunderstanding regarding genuine and
fake turquoise," Domenici said.
''French officials making tbcir
announcment have not made a
clear distinction between 'pro·
cessed' turquoise, which is fake,
and 'stabilized' turquoise, which
New Mexico exports, and is, in
fact, genuine turquoise.''
He said Brock "must work
with French officials to correct
this problem, which has given a
black eye to legitimate New
Mexico turquoise exporters,''

Coffee and doughnuts will be served
All graduate students are welcome

States To Change Ranks
Contact Lenses
Sott • Hard • .Astigmatic • Bt "Focal

EXTENDED

WEAR

VISual AnalySis

Sandia

Alcxnndrla King

Dr. Gopal Saha demonstrates how the "grab-box" is used in the research laboratory. The
device allows safe handeling of radio active materials.

Vision

By Donna Jones

Clinic
•

298-20/20
1020 Eubank NE • Albuquerque • 87112

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
••

~

••
•

Looking for Excitement!

••
•

i•
•

The UNM Skydiving Club
will hold a First Jump Course
Saturday, Sept. 10, 9a.m. to 5p.m.
at Johnson's field next to Johnson's Gym

$90 and a daring spirit
•

is all that is needed for
UNM students to participate
and on Sunday morning
to receive 2 free jumps.

••
•••
••

••
••
For more information call: 266-9677
••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ENJOY
Happy Hoar

AT CAFE OCEANA
Featuring Special Prices On:
Oysters ........................... doz. $4.95
half doz. $2.95
Shrimp on Ice , ... , .... " .......... doz. $4.95
half doz. $2.95
2 for 1 on many of your Favorlte Cocktalls

M·Th
3·6

1414 Central
(Between 1,25, & University I .

The University of New Mexico
College of Phannacy has added an
accredited post-graduatr. residency
in radiophannacy, making UNM .the
premiere school in the nation in that
field.
Radiopharmacy, sometimes called nuclear phannacy, is a discipline
that concerns the preparation and
dispensing of radioactive drugs
administered to humans to detect
and treat certain diseases .
Dr. Gopal Saha, director of the
UNM program, said the residency, ·
previously available only on a non·
accredited basis, and a parallel
undergraduate program have .to date
produced some 74 radiophannacy
specialists.
Students come from all parts of
the country and from several foreign
nations to participate in the prog·
ram, Saha said,
BecauseUNM offers a full year of
training in radiopharmacy, com·
pared to other universities' prog·
tams of six to 12 weeks, its special·
ists can command starting salaries of
$30,000 to $35,000 a year, Saha
said.
Several graduates have formed
companies or become high officials
of such finns as the Albuquerque·
based Nuclear Pharmacy Inc. and
the Los Angeles-based Pharmatope,
a division of Syncor Corp.
When the UNM radiophannacy
program was started more than 10
years ago, it led the country in the
concept of centralized radiophanna·
cies, Saba said.
This concept allowed the school's
laboratories to manufacture and dispense radioactive drugs for most of
the Albuquerque-area hospitals and
many others in the state, he said.
These drugs aid in the detection and
treatment of various diseases, including cancer.

The program, which includes two
research labs, one teaching lab and
the dispensing Jab, offers students
valuable practical experience that
would be missing if his department
relied solely on University funds,
Saha said.
Hospitals that use the centralized
radiophannacy are spared the ex"
pense of an in-house lab ofthis kind.
Because of the special uses of these
drugs and their rapid deterioration,
they are very expensive.
The American Society of Hospital
Pharmacists accreditation is retroactive to July I, 1982. Approved on
the basis of one instructor for each
resident, three residents are current·
ly enrolled. Three others completed
the program in July, he said.
"Fonnerly, a hospital might have
bought a vial (of the drugs) that
could have been used by 10 patients,
but because of the hospital's needs,
was used by only one or two pa·
tients, and the rest was wasted,"
Saha said.
The radiopharmacy can make
sure the drugs are used to their full
capacity because it can distribute the
number and variety of doses the various hospitals need, he added.
"The funds generated by this service meet our needs in teaching,
training and research,'' he said.
Making an expert staff readily
available to handle questions and
problems is anothe.r way the
radiopharmacy serves the hospitals.
The dispensing lab is manned with
two shifts from 5 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
with a registered phannacist on call
at other times, Saha said.
All the laboratories operate within
the safe limits set by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and the
Food and Drug Administration.
When deliveries are made to the various hospitals, Department of
Transportation guidelines are fol·
lowed, including the use of an iden·
tifying radioactive jJiacatd.

Ridepool Offers Ideas To
Cut Frustration, Expense
By Steve Shoup
Do you want to avoid wasting
time, vainly searching arnong acres
and acres of cars fot that ever•
elusive parking space? Ideas and
alternatives to this frustration ate
available from the Albuquerque
Ridepool.
Ridepool provides not only a
matching service for people who
wish to carpool, but also provides
up-to-date bus routes and schedules,
and city bicycle routes. .
The basic idea behind Ridepool is
to get people not to drive their car
cars alone, but to share the tide, expenses and driving, according to
Ridepaol staff membet Barbara Par·

do. Walking, bicycling and riding
buses is also encouraged.
More carpoolers ride to the Oni·
versity area than an )I other area, Pardo said, but Ridepaol can provide
infonnaiion for the entire greater
Albuquerque area, from Belen to
Los Alamos.
Anyone interested in alternatives
to driving alone can call Ridcpool at
243·RIDE or 277-3422. Callers
should give their name, address,
work or school hours, if they can
drive and if they prefer smoking or
non-smoking partners. Schedules,
driving preferences arid expenses
should be worked out between carpaolers in advance, Pardo said.

Radiation detectors,lead containers and barriers protect against
radiation. "We have these gadgets
to protect us in case of an accident, •'
Saha said:
Because of the ''very routine type
of work" in the dispensing, Jab
errors are unlikely, he said, making
it a safe place.
Saba, who has 22years of experi·
ence in the handling of nuclear mate·
rial, said no accidents have occurred
in his year at UNM.
The various drugs used in the
program's laboratories have different radioactive properties to mini·
mize the patient's exposure to the
hannful effects of radiation.
Alpha and beta particles and gamma rays are the elements which vary
in their intensity. Some drugs are
primarily beta-emitters, such as
lodine-131, used in. the treatment of
thyroid cancer and hyperthyroidism,
he said.
Particle emitters such as this are
used because they are more directly
absorbed by the specific area requir·
ing treatment.
Gamma rays are not readily
absorbed and are used for detecting
diseases. Special equipment tracks
the patterns of the gamma rays emitted from certain organs inside the
body, to show the condition of the
organ, whether it is nonnal or abnor·
mal, Saha said,
Saha came to UNM in July 1982
from the University of Arkansas for
Medical Sciences at Little Rock,
where he wa.s professor of
radiopharmacy. He obtained his
doctorate in nuclear chemistry in
1965 from Mcdill University in
Montreal, Canada.

W ASHINGTQN (UPI) - Flor·
ida will squeeze New Yark out of the
big three among the states by the
year 2000, while Vennont will slip
below Alaska in population to be·
come the smallest state, the govern·
ment predicted Wednesday.
California, already the largest
state, will retain that distinction at
the turn of the century, with Texas
moving up to the No. 2 spot, the
Census Bureau said,
The West as a whole will continue
as the fastest growing region.
The new report, offering state-by·
state projections for 1990 and 2000,
is based on trends established be-

Today's Events
S1ndual')' Group will hold a closed AA meeting for
alcoholics ·only at noon Tuesdays and Thursdays at

the Newman Center, More Information is available at

247·1094.
Nan:olla Aaunymous wiU hold its ''Natural
High" group meeting at 8 p.m. Thursdays _at St.
Thomas of Cantebury, 42S Univmity N.E, Open to
the public.

lnter-Varslly Cbrbtlaa Fellowablp wiU meet at 1
p.m. today in .NM Union Room 250-D._ This_ week's
speaker is Dr, Jim Small, professor adjunct in the

physics department. Everyone Is welcomed. More
Jnformation ls available at 842·9737,
New Mex.lt:o Publlt: Researrb _Group will present a
iceture on: allemative. energy systems by l.ltl!ity expert
Skip Lailnerat 12:30 p.m. todayinNMUnionR,oom
-2SD. Admlssion is fr~ and evel')'one is welcotne.
More infonnation is available· a1217·2757.
Sodt!iy for Cre•ll~e .A.nachronbm will hold a
lecture on SCA protocol and awards at 7 p.m. today
on the second floor of the NM U~ion. Everyone is
welcome, More infonnalion is aVailable by eal.ling
J(:athryn at344-8766.

By Kathy Knudsen
TheUniversity of New Mex·
ico's Women's Center will hold
its annual open house Friday
from 12 to 5 p.m.
"It will give people the oppor·
tunity to come by and meet new
staff and wander around and see
the facility,'' said Landra White,
counselor at the Center.
White said people can view a
meeting room that's available to
any group during the daytime or
evening hours, or visit their ''undiscovered" library.
''A lot of people are not aware
that we have a library or the kinds
of articles, journals alld books
that are available,'' she said,
adding that materials can be
checked out.
Both White and Kathy Brooks,
Center director, will host the
open house. Refreshments will
be served.

It suggests the shift of political
power caused by congressional
reapportionment from the aging
Northeast and North Central industrial regions to the Sun Belt of the
South and West will accelerate.

The Commerce Department agen·
cy·estimated the nation's population
as a whole will reach 267,461 ,600
by the turn of the century, up
40,956.,800 from the 1980 census
count.
Signe Wetrogan, author of thereport, said it is difficult to generalize
about the accuracy of the projections, but noted the projections for
1980 based on the 1970 census were
within 5 percent, "very accurate, if
you want to use that word."
She cautioned that the longer the
projections, the greater the likelihood of error, and said the estimates
for 2000 could be off by "a good
deal more than 5 percent. "
The report predicted Texas will
move up from its position as the third
largest state to second by 2000, with
Florida leaping from seventh to third
place and New York moving back
from second to fourth.
The 2000 projection for CalifOr·
nia is 30,613,100. Texas is expected
to be 20,739,400, and Florida
should reach 17 ,438,00.
In all those cases, Ms. Wertogan
said, the major reason for shifts in.
position is not due to birth-to-death
ratios, but rather the migration of
people from state to state. Age distributi.on also plays a significant
role, she said.
·

A one-day seminar on communication skills and techniques
will be offered in Albuquerque Sept.
14.
The seminar, sponsored by the
University of New Mexico Manage·
ment Development Center, will be
held at the Sheraton Old Town lnn,
800 Rio Grande N.W., from 8:30
a.rn. to 5 p.m.
The instructor for the seminar will
be Carolyn Mill~, a certified New
Mexico psychologist in Santa Fe as
well as an organizational consultant
and trainer. Mills has also recently
conducted seminars and training
courses with the University of
Michigan and Bowling Green University.
The fee for the seminar is $140,
which includes all program materials, lunch and refreshments, but
not lodging. A I 0 percent discount is
available to any organization sending three or more people.
Expenses incurred for continuing
management education may be tax
deductible. This includes tuition,
travel, meals and lodging.
For more infonnation, or to enroll, contact the Management De·
velopment Center through the UNM
School of Management.

Med Mes~ Clmpus Cbrtstlan Ft:Uowlhlp will meet
at 7:30 ·p,m. 'today in NM Union Room 230. Tony
and Maril)11 Begay will lead • dlsawlonon "'Howto
Have a PerSonal Quiet Time." More lnto·rmation is
avaiiable at 255-:5472.
lnteru.lfon•l· Center 'i5 sponsoring International
Awareness Week. Films on Brai.il and Mexico, food
frQm East india and Korea tram noon to 5 p.m.
today at 1808 Las Lomas N,E. More.intormation ls
avallable at 277·2946.

.Philosophy Club will presenJ a tedure by ·uNM
Professtlr Fred Schueler on "Knowledge and Oerttilne
Worth,'' af .3:30 p.m. Friday in the PhilosoPhY
Dcpartntent Llbran•, fiumnnltld -Building. Ri:frestiments will bt serVed at 3 p.tn. prior to the rn~tlng ln
the philosophy lounge. Open to the public,
tlvln1 Batcb Booksiore Wilt present n poetrY
reading b~ Roy Rltcl at 7:lo· p.m. Friday at to6
Cornell s.E. ·st donation.
Narcotlt~' Anonymous wlll hl)ld its '.:W c! Caret•
group meeting at 8 p.-m. Fridays at lovelace/Datllan
Hospital, .back dl~lng room, 5400 Gibson S.e. Open

The Women's Center at the
University of New Mexico will
sponsor a weekend wilderness
workshop Sept. 23-25 for people
who want to correct selfdefeating behavior.
The event, which will also in·
corporate backpacking and
canoeing, will begin on the Rio
Grande at Bandelier and end at
Cochiti Lake.
The workshop fee, which in·
eludes transportation and canoe
equipment, is $78. Enrollment .is
limited to 10 people and the registration deadline is Sept. 16.
Those interested should contact
the UNM Women's Center. A
wilderness scholarship is also
available.
Workshop director is Yanda
Long, UNM associate professor
of counselor education.

u ~!Jr.IPlJTER fi~~ESS

'i

EDlJ~fiT

mr:t"

Thursday, September 8, 7p.m.-9p.m.
ORTEGA HALL, RM 241
For Reservations - Ken Redus 296-5502

·Large Screen T.V. (40")
· Moosehead Beer only $1.00 During Game
• 2 for 1 Happy Hour 4:00-7:00
· FREE Appetizers

'10th & CENTRAL NW

*******************~

~
~
~

~
~
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CO-OP
WANTS
YOUR BOOKS

~

*

~ Sell Your Books for More ~~

Buy for less at the Co-op ;

~

~

Hours are Posted

**
**
~ 24 A Sub Basement ~
~
277-3701
*
~
~

We're a non-profit
student run co-op
bringing you less
expensive textbooks

~
~

~******************t

RECESS!
Take one
at

AkOhollct AnDnymo•i wl\1 hold a open meetin8
for women at l'loon Fridays at the WorrieD'& Center.
More lnforrnatlori "Is available by calling Naney at
2lS·BBl2.

CLINICAL LAW
The UNM School of Law Clinical Law
Program offers legal services for students and staff. The services are fUr·
nished by qualified law students under
faculty supervision. AVailability Is limited to those whose assets and income do not exceed established
guidelines.
$3.00 registration fee.
Cill 277~5265 for Jnformatton
and an appointment.

IN A
FOCUS GROUP

Even
College Students
Deserve A

to the public.

PROGRAM

2 HOURS = $10.00
PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION

~ ASUNM TEXTBOOK ~

Behavior
Workshop
Scheduled

Gnduate S'tudent Auodado11 Will spoiuor an open
house for graduate students at 10 a.m. today and
Friday in the GSA ofncefn theNMUnion •

Friday's Events

Open House

tween 1970 and 1980 and adjusted
for expected changes in birth and
death rates.

Communication
Seminar Slated

''Thil can't b•

Welcome back to Campus!
This Can't Be Yogurt wants you to spend
all your recesses with us~so come try
the yogurt that tastes like
homemade ice cream and accept this offer.

tt ,. . . . -----------------·---------------------..
.
!Student Special 2 for 1!

II
•

San Mateo at Academy
Albuquerque

•

•

Bring in this coupon and receive

2 for 1 on all small, medium and large smoothies.
Good at Albuquerque lbc:ation.
ccan•t I»
tt

••TIIII

YOGUAtll

Offer expires 9/28/83

.~l

11

!
{

L~------·---~~--~~--·--------~-~-~~--~
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Arts

Accounting Assistant
Position Open

(

t

Students Spend Summer as Apprentices at Opera
Opera, an attempt to revive Greek
tragedy in late 16th century Flmcncc, has developed into the most
grandiose of theatrical presentations.
The Santa Fe Opera just com·
plcted its 27th ~cason and although
the monetary compensation is Jess
than regular season opera, Santa Fe
draws performers and technical pcopk of the highest caliber from all
over the country.
Four University of New Mexico
students were among those covering
the technical aspects of the latest
op0ra season. Phyllis McKenzie anu
Jeff Hendrix were apprentices with
the scenery crew and Christine
Bovee and Patrick Mulhall worked
witl1 costume-..
Boyce wa-. a •·ostuming apprcntin· fnr tlw 'ccnmJ vcar th" 'u mmcr,
wurJ;in!! as a stitdicr .wd dresser fm
th..: principal .-.ingcrs. She alsn was
chm.cn to design costumes for a
scene from 011'111<'11 and a scene
frum Tire Marri<Jgt• t!f FiRw·o for the
apprentice urtists concerts.
Boyce i> nnw spending her junior
year studying design and costuming
at William Patterson College in New
Jersey.
This was also Mulhall's second
year at the Santa Fe Opera, Last year
he was a male chorus dresser- one
who helps the singers wth their costt!Jnes, which sometimes includes
artificial armor. This year he was a
stitcher and finisher and also did
some of the fitting.
Although he grew up on the East
Coast, Muhall graduated from Cibo·
la High, where he acted in the drama
department.
At UNM, he became interested in
costuming when a friend asked him
to help out during a play. Soon after,

he switched his majo~ fwm history
to theater arts,
A junior now, Muhall hopes to
return to the East Coast and work in
costuming and acting after graduation, ''lt will only take a few minutes
to readjust to the East. llike the feel
of big cities," he said.
There were 12 costuming apprentices at the Opera who started work
May 30 with an orientation program. They then proceeded to
"build" 86 of the 194 costumes required for the opening opera,
Otpileus in tile Undmvor/d. With
one opening after another, there was
constant work until July 23.
The costuming department of the
Opera works with an impressive
budget and many people, The costume crew consists or designers,
drapers. pattcrners. cutter~ and
finishers.
Fitting is a most important pmt of
building ~ostumcs and each costume
Is fitted at lcust twice, resulting in
hours of standing. particularily for
the principal singers. An elaborate
gown can weigh as much as 80
pounds, so even standing still takes
considerable effort.
Making costumes for the Opera
was quite rewarding for MUlhall, he
said, because of the fine fabrics
used -real silks, satins. velvets - m1d because of the beauty
and richness of the finished costumes.
Lighting was Hendrix's primary
interest before working wth the
Opera, where he was a scenery
apprentice.
He found scenery work quite interesting, but said he would have
preferred doing more actual set construction. Many of the sets were
already completed by the regular

Band To. Appear in Duke City

Opportunity for students
to gain bookkeeping
experience with the Daily Lobo.
20 hours per week.
If you hove excellent moth skills, like to work in a
fast-paced environment and want accounting and
office experience, this may be the position for you.

Apply in Marron Hoi/ f:Jf.
Monday through Frldoy 8-5

Go Lobos!
Student Travel invites
you to come along
"DFX2"
Alexandria Kin!;

Patrick Mulhall (left) and Phyllis McKenzie (right) practice their skills for the Rodey Theater.
The pair spent their summer apprenticing at the Santa Fe Opera along with two other UNM
students.
staff when the apprentices arrived in
McKenzie acted and did lighting ter, which presents plays by new
Santa Fe.
in high school but it wasn't until American writers.
Now a junior, she plans to work in
Having been involved with thea- after entering UNM that she focused
terall through his high school days at on scenery. She now feels she wants regional theater for a year or two
after graduation before working on a
Sandia before becoming a theater to make it her career.
arts major at UNM, Hendrix hopes
She was selected to design scen- master's degree in scenery design.
The Opera season started May 16
to find technical work with an estab- ery for a scene from Don Carlos and
for one from Werther, which were for the scenery apprentices of UNM.
lished theater after graduation.
McKenzie grew up in Corrales both presented as part of the appren- By June I; there was a crew ofl5 and
they Worked through Aug. 27.
and comes by her aptitude for scen- tice artists concerts.
Much of the set construction had
After returning for the fall semesery naturally - her father is in·
volved in construction and her ter, McKenzie was appointed mana- already been completed, but
ger for UNM's Experimental Theamother does designing.
continued on page 9

• EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES
• EYEGLASSES

Presidential Scholar
Elections

EYE DOCTOR
SERVICE
"Open Saturdays"
265-3828
Call and

September 8, 9, 12, 6 11

Compare
Our Prices

4304 LOMAS, NE

Lomas Blvd. at Washington

PRESIDENT:
Andy Carter
Jerry Hartbarger
Audrey Thibodeau

SECRETARY
Joe McCoy
Mary Porvaznik
Christina Rodriquez

VICE PRESIDENT:
Vince Digneo
Jennifer Kimbrough
Carol Livsey

TREASURER
Scott Clouthier
Troy Ewton
Tammy Loomis

Close to UNM

r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..,
I
I
1 Student Volunteers 1
I

Needed By
I
Community Agencies
Albuquerque community and human service agencies I
1I have
openings for UNM student volunteers. If you are a

!

i
~

I
I

student and want to feel needed and valued while help~ng other people, "'!e encourage you to consider becomj!! rng a volunteer th1s semester.

Candidate biographies are posted on the Presidential Scholar Bulletin Board in the Honors Lounge.
Ballots ore available in the Honors Center Office (Humanities Building). All Presidential Scholars may vote by signing in 6 presenting a
valid UNM ·ID.

If you hav• any qu•stlons.
pl•as• call VIne• _Daca at 277-1518.

I

Why volunteer?

I •forexperience
a chance to gain skills and
for a future career;

II

Rock/new wave band DFX2, discovered by a popular Los Angeles
radio station when it appeared on a
compilation album featuring San
Diego hands, will be at Graham
Central Station Monday night.
"Emotion," the No. I requested

II

song for L.A. rock station KRPQ,
gave the San Diego band the popularity it needed to start a tour.
DFX2 members include Douglas
Parage on rhythm guitar and vocals,
his twin brother David on lead guitar
and vocals, Frank Hailey on drums

continued from page 8
assembling, rigging and placement
remained, as well as rehearsals and
performances.
Since the Opera is presented outdoors, there is not the usual fly system fouild in indoor theaters such as
UNM's Rodey, and different
methods are used to rig the more
stationary scenery.
Scenery at the Opera is also
heavier because it must be able to
withstand the winds that frequently
come up, an intrusion of nature that .
rarely occurs in the usual theater.

Tickets for the DFX2 concert are
free and must be picked up at Graham before the concert.

277·2336

McKenzie and Hendrix both commented on the wider variety of construction material available for sets
used by the Opera, reflecting a much
more generous budget than most
university theater departments have.
Mulhall said one makes friends
quickly and it makes working
together more pleaSant.
"You accept people as they arc
and usually things run pretty
smoothly even though there arc a lot
of pressures,'' Hendrix said.

WHERE ALL THE

GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

les
ballets
•
d Jazz
~ontreal

Genevieve Salbaing
D•rcclnce Art•slique

The rewards for such a summer
arc real, but intangible: New friends
from all parts of the country, n~w
ideas and knowledge, contact With
recognized people in different
aspects of theater production and the
professional experience of working ·
with the Santa Fe Opera.

CONCEPTIONS
SOUTHWEST.

1

I

Monday, Tuesday, September 19, 20 ·8:15p.m.
$16.00, 14.00, 11.00
UNM Students, Fatuity/Staff- 1;2 price
Telephone 277-3121 for information

~~·

Volunteer placements are handled through the UNM Student
Volunteer Bureau. The Bureau will give you information aboUt
the various positlo~s available In the agen~ies, and help you
make the appropnate contact. If you are .mterested contact
Alumni Office 277-5808 Suite 200, New Mexico Union Bldg.

tion.

Popejoy Hall

'-!

.

and Eric Gotthelf on bass.
The Farage brothers composed all
five tracks on their mini-LP Emo-

Opera'-'-

'-!

~~·

I •
I

!

I

'-!

•to take responsibility;
.·
'-! •to learn firsthand how community organizations
and human service agencies work;
to relieve the tensions of academic life;
•to make new friends afld meet.new people. . .·

1
1

j,

September 24- Lobos vs New Mexico State
Cost $20.00
Includes ticket and air-conditioned
motor coach bus ride
Bus departs at 2:30 for Las Cruces
Space Is limited, contact us soon
for more Information call:
Student Travel Center
Student Union Building (Downstairs)

I
I
I
I

1
I
I
1
1
I
.............................................................. L..~~~~''''''''~'~'''~~~,..~,

......._265·2524.._.....

Ask About Our
Speed Reading

Program

•

•
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Sports
Lobos Look To Obstruct
Tennessee Fullback Trap
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By Eric Maddy
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Tennessee's Fullback Trap

Fiesta Planned

m

The UNM Getaway Program is
sponsoring a bus trip to the Annual
Santa Fe Fiesta on Friday.
Registration is in the Leisure Services office, Johnson Gym Room
230. The fee is $4 per person.

lUife.
Olive Tree Messianic Fellowship
Ph 268·2203 • Ph 266·1392 • Ph 294·5880

The bus will depart from the south
side of Johnson Gym at 3 p.m. and
return around 11 p.m.

It's old fashioned, up-the-gut
football at its finest. And it scares
Joe Lee Dunn to death.
Tennessee runs a fullback trap.
It's in everyone's playbook, so it's
nothing new to the University of
New Mexico head football coach.
The problem is, Tennessee runs it
better than mo.st teams.
"I don't know why it works so
well for them, it just does,'' Dunn
said Wednesday. Just ask the Pittsburgh Panthers.
Tennessee had nationally ranked
Pittsburgh on the ropes for most of
the game before the Panthers prevailed 13-3. Much of Tennessee's
yardage - I 08 yards to be exact came from reserve fullback Sam
Henderson, who carried the ball 14
times.
Ten of those carries came on the
trap play, which takes advantage of
the Volunteer's huge offensive line
to blow out the opponent's defensive
front.
In the diagram above, Henderson
follows the lead of pulling guard
Mike Furnas, who weighs 255
pounds. Fprnas is blocking Lobo
linebacker Gary Butler, who tips the
scales at only 213. If the play is run
to the other side, Tennessee guard
Bill Mayo (264 pounds) blocks
UNM's Johnny Jackson (205).
Everyone is familiar with Jackson's accomplishments - Western
Athletic Conference defensive play·

er of the year, third team All,
American by Associated Press,
twice player of the week by Sports
Illustrated. But Butler, who Dunn
said "played a fabulous game"
against Utah, hasn't received the
same publicity.
Butler started last year as a reserve behind Jake Simpson. Whe.n
injuries in the defensive line begin to
pile up, Butler moved up front. But
when Simpson went down before
the Brigham Young game, Butler
moved back to linebacker and hasn't
moved since.
"That shows you what a brilliant
linebacker coach we had," said
Dunn., who coached that position
last year in addition to his defensive
coordinator responsibilities. "I let
him get away to the line for a
while."
Another key to the success of the
play is the blocking of noseguard
Fred Mady. The freshman showed
his skills last week by being named
WAC defensive player of the week,
but will have to fight off the blocks
of Furnas and Mayo, depending on
which one is not pulling.
"They are not that b1g," Dunn
said with a smile on his face at Mon·
day's press conference. "I mean,
they only average 261 pounds across
the line and we average 215.''
Such a big difference is nothing
new to Dunn and his troops. The
Lobos, as they have always had to do
in the past, will be relying on the
quickness of their defense.

ATTENTION
HEALTH PROFESSION
MAJORS
The Navy is seeking applicants for positions in the fol·
lowing:
• Medical School Scholarships •
Pre-Med Seniors Only
• Medical Service Corps •
Health Care Administration
Industrial Hygiene
Business Administration
• Nurse Corps • BSN

Join a very special team who enjoy a career with fine opportunities for growth and development. Full range of duty assignments. Overseas travel. Specialties such as operating room
management, anesthesiology, family practice, pediatrics and
gynecology. Continued education and specialization opportunities. Up to $31,500 in 4 years. Excellent benefits. 30-days
paid vacation annually.
For more information
call toll free
1-800-354-9621.
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Jim Messerich (right} and Raul Huerta (left} advance on each other during a Kendo match
: while their instructor, K.C. Kim, supervises their movements.
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Frustrated Redskins Seek Win
By John Moreno

Saints to Lo~ Angeles and the Rams'
new 3-4 defense will crown them.
This column isn't a tip sheet, but Five sacks, three interceptions and
you can take this to the bank: Never two fumble recoveries last week
e.asc up agafnst Dallas, or they'll made John Robinson look .like a
beat you every time.
genius in his debut, Maybe it's just
Washington, still smarting from beginner's luck. Time will tell.
Monday night, will take out their
Buffalo comes off a good, albeit
frustration on the Eagles, and even losing, defensive effort against
their record at 1 and 1. All they need Miami and should bounce back in
do is play 60 minutes of solid foot- Cincinnati to beat the Bengals, who
ball, instead of 30.
have plenty of psychologfcal trouThe Cowboys will win in St. bles this year.
Louis. The Cardinals are minus two
Houston's defense is thinner than
of their best defenders: E.J. Junior WD 20. Just ask Lynn Dickey. Can
and Jeff Griffin. The Saints' George you imagine what Marcus Allen and
Rogers ran. for 206 yards against the Jim Plunkett will do to it? But will
Cards last week. How far will Tony Earl pierce the Raiders' Shield?
Dorsett get?
Take the Raiders in a cakewalk.
The New York Giants and Atlanta
Falcons pit solid defenses against
erratic offenses. The Falcons, at
least, showed some offense last
week, even if .it was against the
Bears. Go with Atlanta at home.
Did you notice only two home
teams won last week? Thursday
night, Minnesota will win at home
against San Francisco, The 'Niners'
defensive line is still unsettled, so
Viking quarterback Tommy Kramer
should have a field day. Joe Montana, meanwhile, will get a workout
dodging the likes of Doug Martin
and Charlie Johnson.
Before the season, the strength of
the Packers' offensive line was
questioned, So Lynn Dickey completed 27 of 31 passes last week
against the Oilers and everyone in
Green Bay heaved a sigh of relief.
But can they do it against a tougher
line? Also, can the Steelers give up
the ball seven times again? Go with
the long shot - Pittsburgh.
Cleveland at Detroit. The Blue
Collar Bowl. The Lions' defense
notched a shutout against a team
(Tampa Bay) w.ith no quarterback.
The Browns' QB, Brian Sipe, amassed 223 aerial yards against the Vikings' tough pass defense. I'll go with
the Visitors, naturally.
But some home teams do win.
Take the Chicago Bears, for instance. Please, take them. The Buccaneers will bring their sputtering
offense to Chicago and the Bears
will beat them.
Bum Phillips will take his upstart

How is this for a revenge factor?
The Colts sack John Elway five
times for refusing to play in Baltimore. And would you believe the
Colts winning two in a row? Why
not? It's bound to happen one of
these years.
The Jets, who play Seattle, and
the Dolphins, who play New England, are on a collision course. Be.
sides Dallas and Washington, there
is no meaner rivalry in the NFL.
Both will win at home this weekend.
And on Monday night, Dan Fouts
will gladly travel to Kansas City to
welcome the Chiefs' defense after
having to deal with the New York
Sack Exchange. Take San Diego on
the road, please.

2918 Central S~
at Gmrd

In The Galena
East End
Downtown

Free 1 t1our pork•ng ocross 2nd

RAW SILK SALE
207. off
now ~nrough

sept 14
Elk~ K.Benson,Bolkan

When you're ·m a tight spot,
good friends will help you out.

Dukes Gain
South Title
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i• Saturday Night Football

WildRose

Kendo Trainers Study Samurai Spirit
By Jim Wiesen

Kendo evolved from the swords'
manship of the early samurai warThe two competitors stand erect. riors, saysRaul Huerta, a University
They eye each other with quiet in- of New. Mexico student and Kendo
tensity, like tigers stalking prey. trainer•
Their dress is a cross between that of
"Once the neccessity for swords·
Darth Vader and Ghengis Khan. men disappeared in Japan, the idea
They bow, ashow of courtesy to an was, 'let's take the best things out of
opponent.
the spirit of the samurai,'" Huerta
A comm. and is "iVen in ]apen.ese says, "so the core of the samurai
"' the sword as tradition is .retained."
by the referee. Using
Kendo evolved from one of the
both a weapon and shield, the competitors lunge at one another with oldest of the martial arts, Kenjutsu
fierce agression, trying to score to (meaning 'swordsmanship'), Ken·
the Tsuki (the thoat) or the Hidari jutsu was predominant during the
Men (left side of the head), or other muromachi period in Japan (1336point-scoring areas.
1573) when skill in swordmanship
At match end, they bow once . became organized and systemized,
again, respecting the tradition and and relations between masters and
disciples were established ..
spirit of the samurai warrior.
TheJapanese martial art ofKendo
Kendo was born during the early
(literally translated: 'the way of the tokugawa period (1603·1867) when
sword') requires the ability to man- Tokugawa Lcyasu ruled. as. shogun
ipulate a Japanese sword while and persuaded other provincial lords
emphasizing both mental and toceasehoslilityamongthemselves.
physical discipline.
Refinements were introduced,

•

such as' protective equipment on the
head, throat and wrists, and Kendo
was born. The sword was also refined, Huerta says.
"The original swotd was like a
razor blade," he says. "Today the
sword is formed from bamboo slats
bound together,"
A Kendo match is managed on a
square court about 10 yards by I0
yards. Kendo differs from western
fencing in that there are only certain
points of the body that count for
score, Huetta says •
"It's a sport that incorporates all
aspects of the Japanese martial. arts.
It carries spiritual and psychological
qualities, along with the physical,"
he says.
"The idea is mainly to become a
basic human being," Huerta says.
He says the four basic qualities in
the art of Kcndo are good mariners,
spltit, techfii(Jlle and learning how to
put the equipment on correctly.

Larry White pitched a four-hitter
and Tom Byers singled home the
winning run in the eighth inning to
give the Albuquerque Dukes a 4·1
Wirl overthe Las Vegas Stars and the
Pacific Coast League Southern Division title.
The Dukes will begin their quest
for an unprecedented fourth PCL
crown tonight when they open a
best-of-five series•at Portland, who
defeated Edmonton three games to
one to claim the Northern Division.
White, who pitched I !l;i innings'of
relief Tuesday night, allowed only a
home run by Kevin McReynolds to
lead off the second inning. White
struck out eight Stars and walked
four in posting the win.
Center fielder Ed Amalung began
the winning rally by singling up the
middle. off losing pitcher Larry
Rothchild. Tony Brewer sacrificed
Amalung to second and first base·
man Franklin Stubbs, who hit two
home runs Tuesday to force the fifth
and deciding game, was intentional·
ly Walked.
After catcher Dave Sax popped up
for the second out, Byers drill.cd a
1-2 pitch past first baseman Joe
Lansford for the game winner.
Right fielder Jerry Davis tried to
make. a quick pickup so he could get
Amalung at the plate but overran the
ball, allowing Stubbs to score artd
Byers to go to third. Third baseman
Larry sec drove ill Byers with a sing•
lc to left to provide the filllll margin.
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When you pulled in two hours ago, you didn't
have this problem. And with a partv just starting,
the last thing you wanted to do was
wait around another two hours.
Neither did the rest of the guys .
So when they offered to gi\·e vou
a lift, that's exactly what they. did,
proving not only that they were
in good shape, but that they
were good friends.
So show theh1 what appreda·
tion is all about. 1bnight, let it
be Lowenbrau.

Lowenbriiu. Here's to good friends.
t

!98S Beer Brewed'" U SA by Moiler Brewmg Co, Mrlwaukee. WI
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Work own hours, Toni 298·1451.
9/8
CASHIER, WILL TRAIN, negotiable hrs. Call262·
1753 Advisor,
9/12
OFFICE HELP NEEDED. Flexible hours, will train.
262·1751 Advisor.
9/12
WANTED: BARTENDER, COCKTAIL waitress
and doorman, Inquire at Bogart's downstairs after 5
p,m, Ask for Steve. 883-8176:
919
LABOR JOBS AVAILABLE. Excellent salary, start
now. 262-!752 Advisor.
9/12
WANTED: BABYSITTER WITH car 11:30 a.m. to
4:30p.m. Monday through Friday. 255·8328.
9/14
STUDENT J ODS AVAILABLE. All shifts, most will
train. Call262-l7SI Advisor.
9/12
WORK·STUDY POSITIONS now open in the crafts
areal Experienced in ceramics and preferably black
.and while photography, For ~¥ore information, call
9/14
Dorothy Delgadillo at 277-6544.
DELIVERY DRIVER NEEDJi:D. Apply now. 262·
1753 Advisor.
9/12
PART·TIME COPY editor needed, Call Wren at the
Daily Lobo, 277-5656 l·S p.m. 138 Marron Hall.

Looking for Something?
Whether you're looking
for a used moped or
renting a room, classified
ads do the trick. Ads can
be placed at 13 1 Marron
Hall.

Las N oticias
AN ASTRONOMY CLI,JB Is fanning Ql UNM. If
you ~re a student or faculty member interested in
joining, contact 'rom Snitzer. 142 Hokona Zla, 277·
297S.
9114
IMI'ORTAN'f MORTAR BOARD meeting 5:30
p.m. Sunday at the Women's Center. Please be there.

919
(iRADUATF, STUDENTS: STOP by the GSA office
in the bUICiliCIII of the sua for our Open House
today, Hl:00-1:00. Free coffee and do~ghnuts and
mfonnation about GSA!.
919
TJJI~ WOMf:N'S CENTER invites you to our Open
Hous~ Friday, Sept. 9, noon to 5 p.m. 1824 Las
I nmas NE.
9!8
ATn:NTION AU, UNM smdentl: You are cordially
iu~ned to the fir•t meeting of the UNM Marketing
A ssudation.
~tudcnll faculty
interracllon,
profe\Stonul development and oucer planning will be
empha1i1ed. Come join u1 Monday, Sept. 12, at 6:30
9t9
m R•H•m 211 1cctiun A·<" in theSUll.
nt:l.l.Y I>A~n: C'I.AS'iF'.'I: Beginning week of Sept.
12. l'lca1c •all Mary Ann Khnnlam for informution,
R~7-202R
9/9
WOMI·N'i CIT\' SOCCER- three divisions. We
have a warn fur y1•u! 26~·1470. l'lea.1c keep trying.

918

'ill IJEI'<l

ORGA!'il:lATION
RECIIAR·
IEIU~G ,·hartertng
deadline
- Wednesday,
'ie~temher 14. ("heck with Student A.;tivities Center,
RLwm ltJ(J, NM Umon. 2.77-4706.
9/14
('fl'll? Mlml'ING1 EVENT? Advertise in Las
Nntrcm•. Only I0 «nt~ per word per is~ue for UNM
department\ and organi7ation5.
tfn

Personals
Hlll'RE l'IH: Bt:ST wife in the world, Becky. Love,
llenrus.

9/8

RICO: YOl"RE StiCII a sweet candy bar. Let me
bJte you!.
9/8
llANO; I LOVE you In blue, I love you In red ••• my
DOL Love, Mart.
918
CJIF:C'K Oll'f THOSE girls with the cropped tops,
They broke tradition. They're uninhibited, They're
free to move. They're their own persons. They're very
sexy. They're yours. No. They're mine.
!l/8
FEMALE PENPALS WANTED for inmate at
Central New Mexico Correctional Facility. Reply to
P.O. Box 2232, Albuquerque, NM 87103.
919
'1'0 LRNA: JUST think how lucky our kids will bel.

918
9/9
BA1TI.EAXE WAR.
MAKt: CONTACT WITII that special someone or
friends and family, Place a personal message In the
classincds today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before
insertion, 131 Marron Hall,
tfn

design your own program. Marc's Guitar Center, 143
Harvard SE. 265-3315.
tfn
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING/charts/graphs in
9/30
my home, Call The Other Office 884-6564.
ACUI.EX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, disser·
tatlons, term papers, resumes, graphics, 83 !-311!1.
12/12
BUUMIA TREATMENT PROGRAM. Help In
overcoming binge-vomiting/purging, Thursdays
91!5·10120. 266-0459.
9/9
ACCUIL\'I'E INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
CONTACTS-POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west ofW ashington.
tfn
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. S54.SO (regular $65.00), Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.ll., across from LaBelles.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & coLn.~eling. Phone 247·
981~

tfu

Housing
STUDENT HOMES FOR rent. All have appliances.
Very affordable. 262-1752 Advisor.
9/12
.EFHCIENCY APT. ONE block from campus,
$195/mo. including utilities. ISIS Copper NE. 2439114
4741 evenings.
FOR RENT: TWO bdrm, modern kitchen, has all:
9/12
$190 month. 262-1753 Advisor.
HOME FOR RRNT. Huge three bedroom, two bath
near all. $300's. Call Don 262·1751. Advisor.
9/12
WOMEN: GRAD STUDENT seeking roommates,
Three-bedroom house. $125 a month plus utilities.
919
881·6354.
MATURE CHRISTIAN FEMAI.E: Share two-bdrm
house near campus with female medical student.
$175/month, !li utilities. 268·7199.
9/J2
MALE, NONSMOKER GRAD student to share nice
house. Utilities included, $175. Plus DO. 268·6617.
9/12
FOR RENT: ONE, two and three bedroom homes
and apartments. $125 month and up. Call Don 262·
17S3.Advisor.
9/12
LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to share four·bdrm
house. Sl35 a month plus utilities. Two miles from
campus.Call242-6437, ask for Kent.
9/12
WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE for house in
North Valley, Professional man has four-bedroom
house with horses, Private bath. 898-4161 after 6,
Orad student preferred.
9/8
.EFFICIENCY $138, ALL utilities paid. Four blocks
from UNM/T\1.1. Available 9-15-83. 883·1145.
9/8
STUDIO SllO, EFFICIENCY $185. Furnished,
utilities paid, 842·6170.
919

THE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown, Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320, All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposai, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
RENT THIS STYLISH $150 home on
acre. Pet
okay. 262-1751 Advisor.
9/12
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo,, for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, aU utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

9/9
BABYSITTER NEEDED. MF 11·1. One block from
UNM. 243-5488,
9/8
KOB IS NOW considering internships in our P.M.
Magazine for this semester, Contact: Robert
Mclnteer, 243-4411 extension 471. EOE, M/F. 9/12
EXPERIENCED
PROGRAMMER
IN 65D2
Assembly Language needed for systems programming. Full-time preferred. 268-0587 days and

v,

m

n~qL

For Sale
FOR SALE: STEREO/two speakers $SO. 277-4789,
9/8
Excellent condition.
1976 DATSUN B210. Excellent condition, includes
Blaupunkt AM/FM w/four speakers, 293-4724 after
6 p.m.
9/9
RADIO SHACK MODEL I Level ll. 48K, cassette,
lots of software. Plus Centronics 779 printer. Both
mint condition, Sl 000, Call277-5620, 292-5930. 9113
1971 HONDA MOTORCYCLE CBSOO SSOO. 247·
9348.
'
919
VF.SPA 180 RALLY scooter, rack and spare tire.
Clean, reliable, 3600 miles. $49,5. 299-6321.
9113
1973 YAMAHA 175 Street Legal .Enduro. Low
~ileage, reliable, $295,299-6321.
q/13
•·oR SALE: 1978 Honda motorcycle 554. Fourcylinder, tWo helmets (60 mpg), DB-price $1200. Sale
pric~$887. Call299-9347.
9/13
1982. LOW MILEAGE, Plymouth station wagon.
Air conditioning, cruise control, under warranty,
excellent condition, 884-24~4 9 a.m.·5 p.m.
9/8
MOVING, MUST SELL 1975 Honda CVCC. Asking
$1450.265-1641.
9119
1978 HONDA MOPED includes bll$kets, helmet and
oil. $275. Call292·5433 after6:30 p.m.
9/12
1979 DODGE OMNI. Four-speed std. trans., AM
radio, above avg condition, low mileage, $2800. Call
II a.m.-2 p.m. or after 5 p.m. 255-4931.
9/9
FIVE-PIECE ASTRO drumset, zildjian and palste
cybals. 244-4699.
919
1975 CHEVY NOVA. Has new clutch and runs great,
$750 or best offer. Call256-3370 after4:00.
919
FOR SALE: 1970 VW bug. Runs good. Call Bill after
5 p.m. 344-7905,
9/8

WE'RE DOING RESEARCH on the Caribbean and
need two work-study students to help, 16·20 hours a
week at the Resource Center. Typing skills necessary.
9/8
Cali266-S009.
.
OFFICE/BOOKKEEPING POSITION now open at
the Daily Lobo, Good experience for resumes. Must
be work-study qualified and able to workTues/Thurs
mornings. Ability to handle fast-paced, environment
also necessary. Apply at 131 Marron Hall. Ask for
Maryann.
9/9
MUSICIANS, ENTERTAINERS, PERFORMERS
are needed for fall schedule at UNM! Contact
ASUNM
Popular
Entertainment
Committee
Noontime. Suite 245 Union Bldg. 277-4660.
9/9
WORK-STUDY POSITIONS open nowl Qualified
students sqou!d appJy to ASUNM Popular Enter-

talnment Commi!lee Noontime. Suite 245 Union
Bldg. 277-4660,
9/8
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights, Apply in person, no phone calls
please, Saveway Liquor Store at SSI6 Menaul NE and
5704 Lomas NE.
9/16

Travel
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
In the Daily Lobo,
tfn

Lost&Found
REWARD: LOST RED gym bag with .karate
equipment. Please return. Call Ed 243-0652.
9/9
LOST: .LADIES' GOLD Selko watch. Reward, 2773193.
9/9
FOUND: MALE "RETRIEVER"•tYPC dog, Light
tan coloring, To claim, cali293·2SOO.
919
LOST: RED LAW book in M.H. Reward. Call298·
9980, Mille,
9/8
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00 a.rn. to 4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

Miscellaneous

~~~~--~----------

DESPARATELY NEED HOME fof Marmaduketype Lad-Doberman cross. One year old, shots,
neutered. 843-9416. Also beautiful male kitten.
9/9
WANTED: Ft:MALE Lt:AD vocalist for local rock
band, Call 266-6070, 277-4494 or 277-2779, Keep
trying.
919
HAVE YOU HEARD about Smitty's?.
9/13
THE MIXED B,\G offers you IO"lo discount
storewide with this ad ouly! 2210 Central SE, across
from UNM, 268-8268. Now open Sundays 11·41
Come see usl.
919
UNM BOOKSTORE RETURNS Policy: I) You must
have your sales receipt! 2) Last day to return fall tellts
is Sept. 10. 3) Books must be in original condition as
purchased. 4) You must have your J.D.
9/9
PICTURE FRAMING, DRY mounting, glass, mats
and more. Student discount. Frame Craft, 4521
Centra1NE,256-0779.
9119

Located In the
New Mexico Union Building,
!,.ower Level

18-Hole
Miniature Golf Course
MONDAY·THURSDAY 8:3oam-9:30pm
FRIDAY 8;30am·10:30pm SATURDAY 11:00am·10:3bpm
PHONE 277-4506

Employment
EXTRA CASH! NOW training toy part~ demonstrators, No investment. AU materials furnished.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Food/Fun
DON'T MISS MUSIC from the Andes with Tania
Libcrtad from Peru and Camlnos from Colombia.
Sept. IS, 8:15p.m. Popejoy Hall.SIUdentsS5.SOlind
worth itf Sponsored byLAI, SOLAS anti OSA. 918
THE MIXED BAG offers you IOOfo discount
storewide with this ad only! 2210 Centml SE, across
from UNM, 268·8268. Now open Sundays 11-4!
Come see us I.
9/9
ATI'ICUS- .HARD ROCKIN' dance band now
available to rock UNM parties. Call242·7102 or 265·
2360 for details.
!1/12
"FOOD/f'UN" IS a place for announcements of
restaurants, parties, food sales and stores, concerts,
etc. Announce your goodies and/or entertainment
today.
tfn

ACROSS
1 Flight part
6 Peaceful
10 German river
14- de leon
15 Care--:
Worry
16 Eight: Prefix
17 Pot fillers
18 Mont in
Quebec
19 Support
20 Saver
22 Automaton
24 BUshed
26 Pitch
27 Sea current:
2 words
30 Relative
31 Trees
32 Necessary
37"- -was
saying"
38 Leaving
40 ll times II
41 Set right
43 Swiss stream
44 Skill
45 Replenished
48 Golf pose
51 Hurl
52 Woodsmen

CAMPUS BICYCLE
· Tune-up $ 10
) Sale Prices on

THE DEST NIGHT
WE EVER
MADE LOVE

lvetythlngl
• 06 Vus.r S£

268-6547

Services
ARABIC CI.ASS STARTS today at 7-9 p.m. 842·
6197.
!l/8
TYPIST, TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299-8970. 9130
ONE WORLD PRODUCOONS: Multi-track
recording and com pletc !4 inch video facility in the
northern mountains near Taos. Phone 758·31S6.
9/30
VICTORIA'S WORD SMITIIY: Word processing,
9116
typing. Call Vickie 821-4812.
GET YOUR BODY and mind in shape at the new
Yoga Center. Just three blocks east of UNM on
Central. Offering classes in yogaerobics, Kunda!ini
yoga, Iyengar yoga, prenatal yoga, meditation, Tal
Chi and Middle EMtern dancing. j213 Central NE,
255-2900. Call today to register for fall classes. 9112
FRF,F,.I,ANCE TYPING: Reports, essays, term
papers, etc. Neat University, professional quality,
reasonable tales. Cheryl, 243-3287.
9!9
CS 155 TUTORING AVAILABLE. Call Eric 277·
2577.
9/12
QUALITY TYPING. MONTC.OMERY·Sun Pedro
area. 90 cC:nts/page. 881-6445.
1014
T'AI Clll Clf'UAN classes beginning Sept. 10. Yoga
Center, 3213 Central NE. $15 pet month. Saturdays
II a.m.·I2:30p.m. 266·2129. . .
9/8
TYPIST ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242·3093.
9/30
GUiTAR U:SSONS, ALL styleJ. Twenty-two years
9119
teaching. John Mitchell268-0496. .
MASSAGt: TOERAPY. R•:<;jT1 .relllllatlon. 822•
2128. Votte pager.
J0/3
GUITAR J,F.SSONS. AU, styles. Exact solo
copying. lmprovilatfon, readinR and theory. You

c~
· f#~
.1,-&

BicYcleS
Parts& .
Accessories

PRO service
Guarantees vour
satisfaction
PRO REPAIRS FOR
MOPEDS & SCOOTERS
243·8443
Vi blk west universitY oil central

Now

.WOPJ)OMAT• Op.n

You use our computers.

$2.50 an hour.
We will teach you!
Special introductory
prices until

ocr.

1. 1983.

Bright Future Fu1on Company

121 Yale, S.E.

• a coffage fndustry •

2424 Garfield Avenue SE
Albuquerque. NM 87106
(505) 268·9738

242·0168 or 266·8594
oft•r 5 p.m.
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A Little Harder to Find but:
WORTHIT
Hours: 8·9 Mon • Fri 10-4 Sat
l.o.·cat.ed North SU.B Basemen.t
277-5031
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54 Has in mind
58 Actress
Bancroft
59 Figure
61 Approximate
62 Flatware:
Abbr.
63 Scrimp
64 Hag
65 Pinto; Dial.
66 Dagger
67 Accepts
DOWN
1 Wrangle
2 Sonority
31nsects
4 Frozen areas:
2words
5 Final score
6 Autoists:
2 words
7 Brew
8 Good-earth
9 Cal. peak:
2 words
10 Thinker
11 Bitter
12 Do penance
13 Lasso user
21 Yale name
23 Adhere
25 Squatters

SATURDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

27
28
29
33
34
35
36
38
39
42
43
46

Adjacent
"Or-!"
Central to
Grid limits
Compound
suffix
U.K. river
Was false
Gaspe rock
•
NHL team
Math subject
Half sawbuck

47
48
49
.
50
53
55
-56
57
60

Unbroken
Cut wildly
Lone
Ranger's pal
Ms. Moore·
head
Cliff
Eating area
Beach
mouhd
Holy ones:
Abbr.
Egg: Prefix

